Abstract. The production process of aggregate industrial is monitored by the identification of the digital. In the video, the digital character whose size is less than 12 15(The width of the digital image is 12 pixels, and the height is 15 pixels.) is defined as the small digital. The recognition effect is evaluated by the recognition rate and speed. Because of the small digital of pixels in the video, the numerical recognition algorithm based on template matching is not ideal for the small digital recognition. In order to solve this problem, this paper presents a special number of cascaded recognition process. Firstly, the SVM classifier based on HOG features is used to recognize the number of images, and the special digital of the identification results is based on the two level recognition. Compared with the traditional template matching method, this method can improve the respective average recognition rate of the small digital in production and shipment of two scenarios by 27.36% and 5.05%.
Introduction
Numerical Recognition is one of the most active research topics due to its wide range of applications such as surveillance, License plate recognition and meter digital recognition. The numerical recognition is early based on template matching. Kim K proposed a recognition method based on learning [1] ，Bin M and Bai Q used the recognition method based on Neural Network for the meter [2] [3] .
Qin X also used a method based on the neural network for the recognition license plate. However, the neural network algorithm is relatively complex. Wu J, Liu Yang proposed a robust digital recognition method with resisting noise [4] . Cao Weijiong, Li Yujie proposed a digital recognition methods based on support vector machine [5] .
In aggregate and other building materials industry, the factories through the numerical recognition of the camera and surveillance control the process, and have explicit requirements for the recognition rate and recognition speed. The average recognition rate of the traditional template matching method is only 69.99% and the recognition method based on neural network recognizes 5 digits per second. Thus,
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the recognition rate of the template matching method is lower, the speed of the method base on neural network is slower. Because of the camera's angle and low image resolution, the robust recognition method with noise is not ideal in aggregate production industry, based on the recognition method based on support vector machine, there are errors in the process of similar numbers. The previous methods are not still satisfactory due to the low resolution, fuzzy pixels in the industrial scenarios, therefore, we use a new method based on cascade classification of special digits. Under the condition of industrial speed, ours method improves the recognition rate and has more significance in industrial application.
Background
AS shown in Fig.1 . In the process, the factory need to strictly control the amount of raw materials, mixing time, temperature, humidity and wind, etc. In the shipment, the staffs access to the number on board electronic scale of the surveillance to control the transport of freight.
Figure 1. Process of Aggregate Production Line
Aggregate production line mainly monitors the production and shipment of two scenarios, and requires speed of a frame per second. Fig.2 shows the local schematic diagram of the aggregate plant in surveillance video. Fig.2 (a) is a group of small digits from the production scenario, whose a single digital is 8 13. In the video, the numbers located in the middle region are accurate to the units, the digital precisions are after the decimal point 3 in the left region and right region. The numbers on both sides of image, the decimal point is always appear, so it can be outputted directly without being recognized. Fig.2(b) is the local schematic diagram of surveillance video from the shipment scenario, which a single digital is 11 13.In addition to the angle of camera and light, the low pixels of image block, the low resolution and the fuzzy image also bring difficulties to recognition. In this case, due to the low recognition rates, the traditional template matching methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] are not useful. In this paper, cascade recognition method [6] can improve the recognition rate of small digits. The primary recognition adapts to SVM classification based on HOG features, the secondary recognition adapts matching method based on different features. As shown in Fig.3(a) , there are two digitals in the video of production scenario. The one is "360", the other is "485".As shown in Fig.3(b) , there are the single digital samples that the digits "360" and "485" consist of. Every digits is similar and fuzzy, thus, it is not easy to match only with the pixels.
The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [7] [8] features of "0","1","2","4" and "7" have obvious difference ,however, the similarity between HOG of "3" and HOG of "8" is 0.86, the similarity between HOG of "5" and HOG of "8" is 0.76, likewise "6"and "9" are similar to "8". Thus, it is not completely reliable to recognize the digits by HOG.
Small Digital Cascade Recognition

Pre-processing
Input video is processed, because the positions of the digitals are fixed in the frame. Firstly, the digital image block is obtained according to the coordinate position. Secondly, the image block is segmented by horizontal and vertical projection. This step gets some single digital image blocks. Thirdly, the size of a single digital image is normalized. In this paper, the pixel point in the digital lines is defined as a target point, and the point in the background is defined as background point. In order to make the size of training samples uniform, and the target points are not distributed on the edge of the images, normalized dimension of image is turned into13 16 pixels. Finally, the image blocks are transformed into gray images.
Primary Recognition Based on Support Vector Machine
We use HOG as the feature descriptor of primary recognition. The image is divided into small connected regions called cells, and for the pixels within each cell, a histogram of gradient directions is compiled. The descriptor is then the concatenation of these histograms. For improved accuracy, the local histograms can be contrast-normalized by calculating a measure of the intensity across a larger region of the image, called a block, and then using this value to normalize all cells within the block.
This normalization results in better invariance to changes in illumination and shadowing. Firstly, the original image is processed convolution-operator by using the gradient operatorto get the horizontal gradient component. Then the original image is processed convolution-operator by using the gradient operatorto get the vertical gradient component, shown as Formula (1), and the gradient of the point in the image is shown as Formula (2).
Where, are respectively the point in the horizontal direction gradient, the vertical direction gradient and the pixel value. The gradient magnitude and gradient direction of point are respectively shown as (3) and (4) histograms of all pixel points to get a 9 dimensional feature vector. Every four adjacent cells compose of a block, all features are connected to a 36 dimensional feature vector. We move the block using the step to scan the window and connect all the features of blocks to a 1260 dimensional feature vector, the calculation process is shown as Formula (5) and Formula(6). There is the HOG feature of image, the whole process is shown as Fig.4 . The image after the pretreatment is normalized into 48 64, extracted its HOG feature. Support vector machine (SVM) [6] [7] is a supervised learning model with associated learning algorithms that used for pattern recognition, classification and regression. The nonlinear classifiers were proposed that the original finite-dimensional space be mapped into a much higher-dimensional space. The scenario of small numerical recognition belongs to not linearly separable case, by defining them in terms of a kernel function to solve the problem. We chose Radial Basis Function (RBF) is the kernel function of SVM. We use the SVM based on HOG as the Primary Recognition.
Cascade Recognition Based on Different Features
The experiment found that the SVM method recognizes "0", "1", "2", "4" and "7" more accurately, these five digits are defined as general digits, however for"3", "5", "6", "8" and "9" have more errors, these digits are easy to be confused, then called them special digits. In this paper, firstly, the recognition results are obtained by SVM, if the result is a general digital, system directly output the result, otherwise this digital image is recognized by the cascade recognition based on different features.
As shown in Fig.5 , one digital image is recognized as a special digital image using SVM, then it need to further be recognized. In order to extract the different features of the image, the image is processed by binarization, the gray value of the image is only 0 and 255 two cases. Then system uses the Gauss denoising method to eliminate the black noise and white noise generated by binarization. Secondly, image expansion and image sharpening ensure that the image has enough target points, and the distribution of the target points is more appropriate. Finally, system extracts the different features of the image into cascade recognition based on different features.
Figure 5. Process of Cascade Recognition
The Number of Special Regional Target Points
After image binarization, is the pixel value of the point, when value of point is 0, the point is a target point, if the value is 255 then the point is a background point.
According to the distribution of special digital pixel, as shown in Fig.6 , in vertical direction the digit is evenly divided into three regions, in horizontal direction, is evenly divided into two regions.
Thus, the digit is divided into six regions, upper-left region, upper-middle region, upper-right region, the lower-left region, lower-middle region and lower-right region [9] [10] . Because there is little difference between lower-right region, upper-middle region, lower-middle region of the special digit., we only count target points of the upper-left region, upper-right region and lower-left region. The number of target points of these three regions is one part of feature, in addition to the total number of target points is another feature. Fig.7 , the digit "2" has a lower-horizontal line, "5" has a upper-horizontal line.
Only "5" in special digits contains the horizontal line, so as long as this determines whether the digit contains the feature, these digits are divided into two categories, "5" or others. The horizontal line feature is defined as in the horizontal direction it meet the Formula (8)
Where, is consecutive number of black pixels in the horizontal direction, and respectively are the width and height of a digital image, when that the there is horizontal line in the digit.
Hole Feature
With the digital structural characteristics, we add upper-hole feature and lower-hole feature to further distinguish the digits. According to the relative position of the center point and center line in the hole to define the upper-hole or the lower-hole. When the longitudinal coordinate of center point is bigger than the center line, , the hole belongs to upper-hole, otherwise it is the lower-hole. As shown in Fig.8 , "8" has a upper-hole and a lower -hole, "6" has a lower-hole, "9" has a upper-hole, "3" and "5" don't have holes. 
Feature Vector
The different features of special digits consist of the number of special regional target points, horizontal line features and hole features. As shown in Table 1 , the regional target pixel points contains of upper-left, upper-right, the lower-left and the whole region of image. When the digital does not contain horizontal line, the value of horizontal line feature is "0" otherwise, the value is "1". When the digital does not contain upper-hole (lower-hole), the value of upper-hole (lower-hole) is "0", otherwise, the value is "1". Different feature vectors of Special digits are shown in Table 2 .In order to further improve the accuracy, ours method matches features according to the weight [12] . When special regional target points feature, horizontal line feature, upper-hole feature and lower-hole feature all occupy 25%, the result of experiment is the best. According to the weight matching, the method selects the digit with highest similarity as the result. 
Experimental Results
In this experiment, the CPU is Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790, the Clock Speed is 3.60GHZ.The software environment is Visual Studio2013 and OpenCV2.49.The production and shipment of two scenarios respectively are selected 300 frames to recognize by template matching method(TM), SVM and ours method. The single digital recognition rate and processing speed per frame are the evaluating indicators for the experiment. Table 3 and Table 4 show the number of recognition for the three methods in the two scenarios, the data in the tables represents times of every digit is successfully recognized. Fig.9(a) and Fig.9 (b) to show the recognition rate of the three methods in two scenarios. As shown in Table 3 ,in the production scenario, the digit "3" appears 1092 times, and it is successfully recognized 1013 times by the template matching method, 1041 times by the SVM method and 1092 times by ours method. In the shipment scenario, the digit "9" appears 543 times, the template matching method only succeeds in recognizing it 212 times, in comparison, the recognition effect of SVM method has been increased, recognizes successfully 498 times. However, "9" is easy to be confused with the other 4 special digits, so the cascade recognition based on the different characteristics can correct the error to recognize all the digit "9". As shown in Fig.9 , ours method has achieved a better recognition rate in production scenario.
Specifically, the recognition rate of "4", template matching is 97.44%, while recognition rates of the SVM and ours method rise to 100%. The recognition rate of digital "6", template matching is 76.64%, SVM is 79.02%, and ours method rise to 98.21%. For the respective average recognition rate, the template matching method is 56.99%, the SVM method is 82.51% and ours method is 97.35%. In shipment scenario, the recognition rate by this method is significantly higher than template matching method. Specifically, the recognition rate of "2", template matching is 92.86%, SVM and this method rise to 100%. The recognition rate of "6", template matching is only 8.11%, SVM is 27.93%, and our method rises to 91%.For the respective average recognition rate, the template matching method is 94.67%, the SVM method is 96.33% and ours method is 99.82%.
In the small digital recognition of industrial video, the method based on SVM is obviously superior to the traditional template matching method. The SVM based on HOG features with cascade recognition of special digits corrects the recognition mistakes of confusable digits. One the one hand, the industrial aggregate system requires speed to keep 1 frame per second to identify all the numbers in the frame. As shown in Table 5 , the unit of time is millimetre, in the speeds of a single digit and 1 frame, although ours method is a bit larger than the template matching method, it still meets the requirement of the scenario. On the other hand, the system requires in the accuracy rate of digital recognition not be less than 80%, then the template matching method and the SVM method are not satisfied. So we comprehensively consider the requirements of recognition rate and speed, then ours method has achieved a good result in the small numerical recognition of cameras and surveillance from aggregate production industry.
Conclusion
In the aggregate production, we present a new robust method for small numerical recognition of the industrial video. Ours method succeeds in improving the recognition rate of small numbers. In addition, this method also achieves good results in vehicle-mounted system and the concrete industrial production. Compared with the template matching and the SVM classification, this method has a better effect on recognition of the small numbers for industrial scenarios, such as aggregate production, and has a valuable industrial application.
